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DiSarro, Brian (Government), Wesley Hussey (Government), and Edward L. Lascher, Jr. (SSIS & Public Policy and Administration). 2012. “Reforming California: Political Patchwork versus a Constitutional Convention.” California Journal of Politics and Policy, 4: Iss. 1


Last Name H

Hussey, Wesley (Government). See entry under “DiSarro, Brian.”

Last Name I


Last Name J


Jez, Su Jin. (Public Policy & Administration). See entry under “Moore, Colleen.”

Last Name K


Last Name L


Last Name M

Meyers, Lawrence (Psychology). See entry under “Hurtz, Gregory M.”


Migliaccio, Todd (Sociology). "Using grounded Theory in Writing Assessment." TheWAC Journal. With Dan Melzer


Murphy, Jennifer (Sociology). 2012. “Barack Obama (Administration of).” The Social
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**Last Name S**


Shulock, Nancy (Institute for Higher Education Leadership & Policy). See entry under “Moore, Colleen.”


**Last Name W**


Wehr, Kevin (Sociology). Forthcoming. General Editor of SAGE Publications *Sustainability Encyclopedia, Volume 11 “Green Culture and Sustainability.”*


